Abstract—Geographically distributed applications hosted on cloud are becoming prevalent. They run on cross-datacenter network that consists of multiple data center networks (DCNs) connected by a wide area network (WAN). Such a cross-DC network imposes significant challenges in transport design because the DCN and WAN segments have vastly distinct characteristics (e.g., buffer depths, RTTs).

In this paper, we find that existing DCN or WAN transports reacting to ECN or delay alone do not (and cannot be extended to) work well for such an environment. The key reason is that neither of the signals, by itself, can simultaneously capture the location and degree of congestion. This is due to the discrepancies between DCN and WAN. Motivated by this, we present the design and implementation of GEMINI that strategically integrates both ECN and delay signals for cross-DC congestion control. To achieve low latency, GEMINI bounds the inter-DC latency with delay signal and prevents the intra-DC packet loss with ECN. To maintain high throughput, GEMINI modulates the window dynamics and maintains low buffer occupancy utilizing both congestion signals. GEMINI is implemented in Linux kernel and evaluated by extensive testbed experiments. Results show that GEMINI achieves up to 53%, 31% and 76% reduction of small flow average completion times compared to TCP Cubic, DCTCP and BBR; and up to 58% reduction of large flow average completion times compared to TCP Vegas.

I. INTRODUCTION

Applications running in geographically distributed setting are becoming prevalent [1]–[8]. Large-scale online services often share or replicate their data into multiple DCs in different geographic regions. For example, a retailer website runs a database of in-stock items replicated in each regional data center for fast serving local customers. These regional databases synchronize with each other periodically for the latest data. Other examples include image sharing on online social networks, video storage and streaming, geo-distributed data analytics, etc.

These applications run on cross-datacenter (DC) network (Figure 1) that consists of multiple data center networks (DCNs) connected by a wide area network (WAN). The wide area and intra-DC networks have vastly distinct characteristics (§II-A). For WAN, achieving high network utilization is a focus and switches have deep buffers. In contrast, latency is critical in DCN and switches have shallow buffers. While there are numerous transport protocols designed for either DCN or WAN individually, to the best of our knowledge, very little work has considered a cross-DC environment consisting of both parts at the same time.

To handle congestion control in either DCN or WAN, existing solutions have leveraged either ECN (e.g., DCTCP [9] and DCQCN [10]) or delay (e.g., Vegas [11] and TIMELY [12]) as the congestion signal, and successfully delivered compelling performance in terms of high-throughput and low-latency [9]–[14]. Unfortunately, due to the discrepancies between DCN and WAN, none of existing solutions designed for DCN or WAN works well for a cross-DC network (§II-B). Even worse, it is unlikely, if not impossible, that they can be easily extended to work well.

The fundamental reason is that these solutions only exploit one of the signals (either ECN or delay), which suffices for a relatively homogeneous environment. However, by their nature, ECN or delay alone cannot handle heterogeneity. First, ECN is difficult to configure to meet requirements of mixed flows. The inter-DC and intra-DC flows coexist in cross-DC network, with RTTs varying by up to 1000×. Small RTT flows require lower ECN thresholds for low latency; while large RTT flows require larger ones for high throughput. In fact, tuning ECN threshold may not work, because DC switch shallow buffers can be easily overwhelmed by bursty large-BDP cross-DC traffic. For example, DCN can account for 4–20× more packet losses than WAN in experiments under realistic workload.

Meanwhile, delay signal, by itself, is limiting in simultaneously detecting congestion in WAN and DCN. Cross-DC flows may congest either in WAN or DCN, while delay signal cannot distinguish them given its end-to-end nature. This leads to a dilemma of either under-utilizing WAN (deep-buffered) links with small delay thresholds or increasing DCN (shallow-buffered) packet losses with higher thresholds. For example, Vegas, when scaling its default parameters by 20, achieves 1.5× higher throughput at the cost of > 30× more intra-DC packet losses. Furthermore, low delay thresholds impose harsh requirements on accurate delay measurement [12], for which extra hardware support is needed.

The above problems call for a new synergy that considers not just one of, but both ECN and delay signals in congestion...
control for cross-DC network communications. Specifically, the new solution must be able to handle the following key challenges (§III-A) that have not been exposed to any of prior works: (1) How to achieve persistent low latency in the heterogeneous environment, even if DC switches (more likely to drop packet) and WAN routers (more likely to accumulate large buffering) have vastly different buffer depths. (2) How to maintain high throughput for inter-DC traffic with shallow-buffered DC switches, even if the propagation delay is in tens of milliseconds range, instead of < 250 µs assumed by DCN transport protocols such as DCTCP.

Toward this end, this paper presents GEMINI to organically integrate ECN and delay through the following three main ideas (§III-B) to combat the above two challenges:

- **Integrating ECN and delay signals for congestion detection.** Delay signal is leveraged to bound the total in-flight traffic over the entire network path including the WAN segment, while ECN signal is used to control the per-hop queue inside DCN. With bounded end-to-end latency and limited packet losses, persistent low latency is guaranteed.
- **Modulating the ECN-triggered window reduction aggressiveness by the RTT of a flow.** Unlike conventional TCPs that drain queues more for larger RTT flows, we make large RTT flows decrease rates more gently, resulting in smoother “sawtooth” window dynamics. This, in turn, prevents bandwidth under-utilization of inter-DC traffic, while sustaining low ECN threshold for intra-DC traffic.
- **Adapting to RTT variation in window increase.** We scale the additive window increase step in proportion to RTT, which better balances the convergence speed and system stability under mixed inter-DC and intra-DC traffics.

Finally, we evaluate GEMINI by extensive testbed experiments (§IV). We implement GEMINI with Linux kernel 4.9.25 and commodity switches. We show that GEMINI achieves up to 49% higher throughput compared to DCTCP under DCN congestion, and up to 87% lower RTT compared to Cubic under WAN congestion; converges to bandwidth fair-sharing point in a quick and stable manner regardless of different RTTs; and delivers low flow completion times (FCT)—up to 53%, 31% and 76% reduction of small flow average FCT compared to Cubic, DCTCP and BBR; and up to 58% reduction of large flow average FCT compared to Vegas.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

We show heterogeneity of cross-DC networks in §II-A, and demonstrate transport performance impairments in §II-B.

A. Heterogeneity in Cross-DCNs

The real-world cross-datacenter networks present heterogeneous characteristics in the following aspects:

**Heterogeneous networking devices.** A cross-DC network consists of heterogeneous networking devices (e.g., with distinct buffer depths) from intra-DC network (DCN) and inter-DC WAN. Table I gives a survey of switches or routers [15] commonly used in DCN and WAN. DCN switches have shallow buffers, up to tens of kilobytes per port per Gbps. In contrast, WAN routers adopt deep buffers, up to tens of megabytes per port per Gbps.

**Mixed intra-DC and inter-DC traffics.** Intra-DC and inter-DC traffics coexist in the cross-DC network [16], [17]. They exhibit very different RTTs. To demonstrate this, we conduct RTT measurements on one of the major cloud platforms with 12 representative DCs across the globe. Figure 2 shows the result. The intra-DC RTTs are as small as hundreds of microseconds. In contrast, the inter-DC RTTs vary from several milliseconds to hundreds of milliseconds.

**Different administrative control.** Cloud operators have full control over DCN, but do not always control the WAN devices. This is because many cloud operators lease the network resource (e.g., guaranteed bandwidth) from Internet service providers (ISPs) and WAN gears are maintained by the ISPs. As a result, some switch features, e.g., ECN, may not be well supported [18], [19] (either disabled or configured with undesirable marking thresholds) in WAN.

The heterogeneity imposes great challenges in transport design. Ideally, transport protocols should take congestion location (buffer depth), traffic type (RTT) and supported mechanism (e.g., ECN) into consideration. We show how prior designs are impacted without considering the heterogeneity in the following subsection (§II-B).

B. Single Signal’s Limitations with Heterogeneity

Most of the existing transports [9]–[14] use either ECN or delay as the congestion signal. While they may work well in either DCN or WAN, we find that ECN or delay alone cannot
handle heterogeneity. We conduct extensive experiments to study the performance impairments of leveraging ECN or delay signal alone in cross-DC networks.

**Testbed:** We build a testbed (Figure 3) that emulates 2 DCs connected by an inter-DC WAN link. Each DC has 1 border router, 2 DC switches and 24 servers. All links have 1 Gbps capacity. The intra-DC and inter-DC base RTTs (without queueing) are \( \sim 200 \mu s \) and \( \sim 10 \text{ ms} \) respectively. The maximum per-port buffer size of DC switch and border router are \( \sim 450 \) and 10,000 1.5 KB-MTU-sized packets, respectively.

**Schemes Experimented:** We experiment Cubic [21], Vegas [11], BBR [13] and DCTCP [9]. Cubic is experimented with and without ECN. ECN threshold at DC switches is set to 300 packets to guarantee high throughput for inter-DC traffic. ECN is not enabled in the WAN segment. Vegas uses two parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) to control the lower and upper bound of excessive packets in flight. We experiment the default setting \( (\alpha = 2, \beta = 4) \) and scaled by 10 settings \( (\alpha = 20, \beta = 40) \).

We run realistic workload based on a production trace of web search [9]. All flows cross the inter-DC WAN link. The average utilization of the inter-DC and intra-DC links are \( \sim 90\% \) and \( \sim 11.25-45\% \). The flow completion time (FCT) results are shown in Figure 4. We make the following observations and claims, and elaborate them later in the section:

- Transports based on loss or ECN signal only (e.g., Cubic, Cubic+ECN and DCTCP) perform poorly in small flow FCTs (Figure 4(a) and 4(b)). This is because they experience high packet losses in shallow-buffered DCN (Table II) and large queueing delay without ECN in WAN. We further find that configuring ECN threshold is fundamentally difficult under mixed traffics.

- Transports based on delay signal, when using small thresholds (e.g., Vegas), achieve good performance for small flows (Figure 4(a) and 4(b)) at the cost of slowing down large flows (Figure 4(c)). In contrast, when using large thresholds (e.g., Vegas with the scaled by 10 parameters), they greatly degrade the performance of small flows. We further demonstrate the dilemma on setting delay thresholds under distinct buffer depths.

- BBR suffers from high packet loss rates (> 0.1%), leading to poor small flow FCTs (Figure 4(a) and 4(b)). BBR requires precise estimates of available bandwidth and RTT, which are difficult to achieve under dynamic workload.

1Our DC border routers are emulated by servers with multiple NICs, so that we can use NETEM [20] to emulate inter-DC propagation delay.

**Problems of ECN-signal-only solutions.** ECN-based transports use the ECN signal [22], [23] that reflects the per-hop network congestion. For it to deliver high throughput, ECN marking threshold must be set proportional to the bandwidth-delay product (BDP) [9], [24], [25]. However, in a cross-DC setting, it is difficult to configure due to the large difference in RTT and divergent requirements imposed by intra-DC and inter-DC flows. Intra-DC flows impose small buffer pressure but have stringent latency requirement (e.g., hundreds of microseconds). In contrast, inter-DC flows have looser latency requirement given the large base latency of WAN, instead require large buffer space for high WAN utilization.

To demonstrate the problem, we generate incast flows from hosts in the same rack to a remote server using DCTCP. We perform two experiments in this setting. In the first experiment, we choose a destination server in the same DC so there are intra-DC flows only. In the second experiment, we choose a destination server in a remote DC so there are inter-DC flows only. In both cases, the bottleneck link is at the source DC switch due to the incast traffic pattern. We vary the ECN marking threshold of the bottleneck switch between 20, 40, 80, 160, and 320 packets per port.

Figure 5(a) and 5(b) show the throughput and latency results of intra-DC and inter-DC flows, respectively. From Figure 5(a), we observe a small threshold is desirable to achieve low latency for intra-DC flows. In contrast, from Figure 5(b), we observe inter-DC flows require a high threshold for high throughput. Clearly, there is a conflict: one cannot achieve high throughput and low latency simultaneously for both inter-DC and intra-DC flows in the cross-DC network.

In fact, achieving high utilization over cross-DC is non-trivial because intra-DC switches have shallow buffers — the shallow buffer is easily overwhelmed by bursty large-BDP cross-DC traffic (we call it buffer mismatch). We confirm that by measuring the packet loss rate (PLR) in previous dynamic workload experiments. Table II shows the results. We find that packet losses happen within DCN mostly (> 80%), even though inter-DC WAN is more heavily loaded than intra-DC links. The high losses then lead to low throughput for loss-sensitive protocols. Large-BDP cross-DC traffic is a key factor of the problem. We repeat the same experiments with the inter-DC link delay set to 0. All traffics are now with low BDGs. We observe small PLRs (< 10 × 10^{-5}) within DCN for all ECN-based schemes this time. Further, we find that naively pacing packets like in BBR cannot completely resolve the problem. For example, Cubic with FQ/pacing [26] has similar high PLR (66 × 10^{-5}) in DCN compared to raw Cubic.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DCN / WAN Packet Loss Rate (10^{-5})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cubic</td>
<td>78 / 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cubic + ECN</td>
<td>24 / 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCTCP</td>
<td>19 / &lt; 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, ECN-based transports require ECN marking support from all network switches. However, ECN marking may not be well supported in WAN. As a result, ECN-based transports may fall back on using packet loss signal, leading to high packet losses and long queueing delay.
Problems of delay-signal-only solutions. Delay-based trans-
ports use the delay signal [11], [12] that reflects the cumulative end-to-end network delay. Typically, they have a threshold to control the total amount of in-flight traffic. However, given different buffer depths in WAN and DCN, a dilemma arises when setting the delay threshold — either inter-DC throughput or intra-DC latency is sacrificed.

Cross-DC flows may face congestion either in WAN or DCN. Delay signal handles both indistinguishably given its end-to-end nature. On the one hand, if we assume congestion occurs in WAN, the delay thresholds should be large enough (usually in proportion to the BDP) to fully utilize the WAN bandwidth. However, if the bottleneck resides in the DCN instead, the large thresholds (e.g., 10 ms × 1 Gbps = 1.25 MB) can easily exceed the DC switch shallow buffers (e.g., 83 KB per Gbps) and cause frequent packet losses. On the other hand, if we assume congestion happens in DCN, the delay thresholds should be low enough (at least bounded by the DC switch buffer sizes) to avoid severe intra-DC packet losses. Therefore, setting the delay thresholds in DCN is a dilemma.

To demonstrate the problem, we run the same benchmark workloads used earlier in the section. We experiment with three types of signals: delay, ECN, and the combination of delay and ECN. The delay signal is used to control the per-hop queues. Aggressive delay signal, given its end-to-end nature, is effectively used to control the per-hop traffic. Aggressive ECN marking is performed at the DC switch to prevent shallow buffer overflow. Thus, the constraint of using small delay thresholds is removed, leaving more space to improve WAN utilization. In this way, the aforementioned dilemma of delay-based transports is naturally resolved.

A. Design Rationale

How to achieve persistent low latency in the heterogeneous network environment? Persistent low latency implies low end-to-end queuing delay and near zero packet loss. Obviously, ECN, as a per-hop signal, is not a good choice for bounding the end-to-end latency; not to mention, ECN has limited availability in WAN. If we use delay signal alone, small delay threshold is necessary for low loss given the DC switch shallow buffer. However, with a small amount of in-flight traffic, we may not be able to fill the network pipe of the WAN segment (demonstrated in §II-B).

Instead of using a single type of signal alone, we integrate ECN and delay signals to address this challenge. In particular, delay signal, given its end-to-end nature, is effectively used to bound the total in-flight traffic; and ECN signal, as a per-hop signal, is leveraged to control the per-hop queues. Aggressive ECN marking is performed at the DC switch to prevent shallow buffer overflow. Thus, the constraint of using small delay thresholds is removed, leaving more space to improve WAN utilization. In this way, the aforementioned dilemma of delay-based transports is naturally resolved.

How to maintain high throughput for inter-DC traffic with shallow-buffered DC switches? A majority of transports (e.g., DCTCP) follow additive-increase multiplicative-decrease (AIMD) congestion control rule. The queue length they drain in each window reduction is proportionate to $BDP (C \times RTT)$ [9], [24], [25]. Essentially, the queue length drained each time should be smaller than the switch buffer size to avoid buffer empty and maintain full throughput. Thus, given large RTT range in cross-DC network, high buffers
are required. In deep-buffered WAN, setting a moderately high delay threshold works well to balance throughput and latency. However, in shallow-buffered DCN, aggressive ECN marking is required for low queueing and low loss rate. With limited buffer space, sustaining high throughput gets extremely difficult (demonstrated in §II-B).

To address this buffer mismatch challenge, we modulate the aggressiveness of ECN-triggered window reduction by RTT. Maintaining high throughput, in effect, requires large RTT flows to drain queues as small as small RTT flows do during window reduction. Intuitively, we make larger RTT flows reduce rates more gently, thus resulting in smoother “sawtooth” window and queue length dynamics. In this way, bandwidth under-utilization can be effectively mitigated, while still using a small ECN marking threshold. The use of small ECN threshold leave enough headroom in the shallow buffer switches because it keeps the average buffer occupancy low, reducing the delay and packet drop.

B. GEMINI Algorithm

GEMINI is a window-based congestion control algorithm that uses additive-increase and multiplicative-decrease (AIMD). Following the design rationale above, GEMINI leverages both ECN and delay signals for congestion detection. It further adjusts the extent of window reduction as well as growth function based on RTTs of the flows to incorporate heterogeneity. The GEMINI algorithm is summarized by flowchart in Figure 7 and pseudocode in Algorithm 1. Parameters and variables are summarized in Table III.

Integrating ECN and delay for congestion detection. The congestion detection mechanism leverages both ECN and delay signals. Delay signal is used to bound the total in-flight traffic in the network pipe. ECN signal is used to control the per-hop queues inside DCN. By integrating ECN and delay signal, low latency can be achieved. Specifically, DCN congestion is detected by ECN, so as to meet the stringent per-hop queueing control requirement imposed by shallow buffers. WAN congestion is detected by delay, because the end-to-end delay is dominated mostly in WAN than in DCN.

DCN congestion is indicated by the ECN signal — the ECN-Echo flag set in the ACKs received by the senders. The ECN signal is generated exactly the same as DCTCP. Data packets are marked with Congestion Experienced (CE) codepoint when instantaneous queueing exceeds marking threshold at the DC switches. Receivers then echo back the ECN marks to senders through ACKs with the ECN-Echo flags. Given shallow-buffered DCN, the ECN signal is leveraged with a small marking threshold for low packet losses.

WAN congestion is indicated by the delay signal — ACKs returned after data sending with persistent larger delays: $RTT_{min} > RTT_{base} + T$, where $RTT_{min}$ is the minimum RTT observed in previous RTT (window); $RTT_{base}$, or simplified as $RTT$, is the base RTT (minimum RTT observed during a long time); $T$ is the delay threshold. Inspired by [27], we use $RTT_{min}$ instead of average or maximum RTTs, which can better detect persistent queueing and tolerate transient queueing possibly caused by bursty traffic. Given deep-buffered WAN, the delay signal is used with a moderately high threshold for high throughput and bounded end-to-end latency.

When either of the two signals indicate congestion, we react to the signal by reducing the congestion window correspondingly. When both ECN and delay signals indicate congestion, we react to the one of heavier congestion:

\[

cwnd = \begin{cases} 
  cwnd + \frac{h}{c} & \text{if ECN} \\
  cwnd - \beta \times cwnd & \text{if delay signal} \\
  cwnd - \alpha \times F \times \text{congested} \times cwnd & \text{if both signals} 
\end{cases}
\]

Algorithm 1: GEMINI Congestion Control Algorithm.

```
Input : New Incoming ACK
Output: New Congestion Window Size
/* Update transport states: (e.g., α). */
update_transport_state(α, rtt_base, rtt_min);
/* When congested, set 1; else 0. */
if congested_dcn || congested_wan then
  if time since last cwnd reduction > 1 RTT then
    F ← 4 \times k / (c \times rtt_base + k);
    f_dcn← α \times F \times congested_dcn;
    f_wan← β \times congested_wan;
    cwnd← cwnd - (1 - max(f_dcn, f_wan)) \times cwnd;
  else
    h ← H \times c \times rtt_base;
    cwnd← cwnd + h / cwnd;
```

TABLE III
PARAMETERS AND VARIABLES USED IN GEMINI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>ECN marking threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Delay threshold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>Parameter for window reduction in WAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Parameter for congestion window increase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CWND</td>
<td>Congestion window</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_dcn</td>
<td>Extent of window reduction in DCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f_wan</td>
<td>Extent of window reduction in WAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTT_min</td>
<td>Minimum RTT observed in previous RTT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTT_base</td>
<td>Minimum RTT observed during a long time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RTT</td>
<td>Simplified notation of $RTT_{base}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Bandwidth capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α</td>
<td>Average fraction of ECN marked packets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Scale factor for DCN congestion control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Adaptive congestion window increase step</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where $f_{dcn}$ determines the extent of window reduction for congestion in DCN; and $f_{wan}$ determines that of WAN. We show how to compute them later in the section.
Modulating the ECN-triggered window reduction aggressiveness by RTT. The window reduction algorithm aims to maintain full bandwidth utilization while reducing the network queueing as much as possible. This essentially requires switch buffer never underflow at the bottleneck link. Given distinct buffer depths, GEMINI reduces congestion window differently for congestion in DCN and WAN.

In DCN, given shallow buffer, strictly low ECN threshold is used for low packet losses. We adopt the DCTCP algorithm, which works well under the low ECN threshold for the intra-DC flows. However, for large RTT inter-DC flows, the throughput drops greatly. This is because the buffer drained by a flow during window reduction increases with its RTT (e.g., the amplitude of queue size oscillations for DCTCP is $O(\sqrt{C \times RTT})$ [9], [25]). Larger RTT flows drain queues more and easily switch the buffer switches, leading to low link utilization. Inspired by this, GEMINI extends DCTCP by modulating the window reduction aggressiveness based on RTT. This guides the design of $f_{DCN}$ — the extent of window reduction when congestion is detected in DCN. When ECN signal indicates congestion, we compute $f_{DCN}$ as follows:

$$f_{DCN} = \alpha \times F$$

where $\alpha$ is the exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) fraction of ECN marked packets, $F$ is the factor that modulates the congestion reduction aggressiveness. We derive the scale factor $F = \frac{4K}{C \times RTT + K}$ (see Theorem 1 with detailed proof in §III-C), where $C$ is the bandwidth capacity, $RTT$ is the minimum RTT observed during a long time, $K$ is the ECN marking threshold. Thus, for intra-DC flows, following the guideline in DCTCP by setting $K = (C \times RTT)/7$, we have $F = \frac{1}{2}$, exactly matching the DCTCP algorithm. For inter-DC flows with larger RTTs, $F$ gets smaller, leading to smaller window reduction and smoother queue length oscillation.

In WAN, given much deeper buffer, high throughput can be more easily maintained than in DCN. In fact, window reduction based on a fixed constant, like standard TCPs [21], [28] do, is enough for high throughput. There are potentially a wide range of threshold settings to effectively work with (see §III-D). This guides the design of $f_{WAN}$ — the extent of window reduction when congestion is detected in WAN. When RTT signal indicates congestion, we compute $f_{WAN}$ as follows:

$$f_{WAN} = \beta$$

where $\beta$ is a window decrease parameter for WAN.

Window increase that adapts to RTT variation. The congestion avoidance algorithm adapts to RTTs (or BDP when the bandwidth capacity is fixed) to help balance convergence speed and stability. For conventional AIMD, large BDP flows need more RTTs to climb to the peak rate, leading to slow convergence; while small BDP flows may frequently overshoot the bottleneck bandwidth, leading to unstable performance. Adjusting the window increasing step in proportion to BDP compensates the RTT variation and makes the system more robust under heterogeneity. Further, it also mitigates RTT unfairness [29], [30], which in turn helps to improve tail performance. This leads to the adaptive congestion window increase factor $h$. When there is no congestion indication, for each ACK,

$$CWND = CWND + \frac{h}{CWND}$$

$h$ is a congestion avoidance factor in proportion to BDP: $h = H \times C \times RTT$, where $H$ is a constant parameter, $C$ is the bandwidth capacity, $RTT$ is the minimum RTT observed during a long time.

C. Derivation of the Scale Factor $F$

We analyze the steady state behavior and prove that GEMINI achieves full throughput with scale factor $F = \frac{4K}{C \times RTT + K}$.

**Theorem 1.** Given a positive ECN marking threshold $K$, we can maintain 100% throughput under DCN congestion if congestion window is reduced as follows,

$$CWND = CWND \times (1 - \alpha \times F)$$

where $\alpha$ is the EWMA of ECN fraction and $F \leq \frac{4K}{C \times RTT + K}$.

**Proof:** Same as prior work [9], [14], we consider $N$ long-lived flows with identical round-trip times $RTT$, sharing a single bottleneck link of capacity $C$. Assuming $N$ window sizes are synchronized for the ease of analysis, the queue size is:

$$Q(t) = N \times W(t) - C \times RTT$$

where $W(t)$ is the dynamic window size. Therefore, the queue size process is also a sawtooth. To achieve full link utilization, we need to guarantee: $Q_{min} \geq 0$ (see Figure 8).

The queue size exceeds the marking threshold $K$ for exactly one RTT in each cycle before the sources receive ECN feedback and reduce their window sizes accordingly. We can compute the fraction of marked packets, $\alpha$, by simply dividing the number of packets sent during the last RTT of the cycle by the total number of packets sent during a full cycle of the sawtooth.

Let’s consider one of the senders. Let $S(W_1, W_2)$ denote the number of packets sent by the sender, while its window size increases from $W_1$ to $W_2 > W_1$. Since this takes $(W_2 - W_1)/h$ round trip times, during which the average window size is $(W_1 + W_2)/2$,

$$S(W_1, W_2) = (W_2^2 - W_1^2)/2h$$

Let $W^* = (C \times RTT + K)/N$. This is the critical window size at which the queue size reaches $K$, and the switch starts marking packets with the Congestion Experienced (CE) code-point. During the RTT before the sender reacts, the window size peaks at $W^* + h$. Hence,

$$\alpha = S(W^*, W^* + h)/S((W^* + h)(1 - \alpha F), W^* + h)$$

Plugging (2) into (3) and rearranging, we get:

$$\alpha^2 F(2 - \alpha F) = (2W^* + h)h/(W^* + h)^2 \approx 2h/W^*$$

where the approximation is valid when $W^* >> h$. 


Packets sent in this period [1 RTT] are marked.
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Fig. 8. AIMD Sawtooth Illustration.

Equation (4) can be used to compute $\alpha$ as a function of the network parameters $C$, $RTT$, $N$ and $K$. Assuming $AF$ is small, this can be simplified as:

$$\alpha \approx \sqrt{h/FW^*}$$

(5)

We can now compute $A$ in Figure 8 as follows. Note that the amplitude of oscillation in window size of a single flow, $D$, is given by:

$$D = (W^* + h) - (W^* + h)(1 - \alpha F) = (W^* + h)\alpha F$$

(6)

Since there are $N$ flows in total,

$$A = N \times D = N(W^* + h)\alpha F \approx N\sqrt{hFW^*}$$

(7)

$$= \sqrt{NhF(C \times RTT + K)}$$

With (1), we have:

$$Q_{\text{max}} = N \times (W^* + h) - C \times RTT = K + Nh$$

(8)

With (7) and (8), the minimum queue length is:

$$Q_{\text{min}} = Q_{\text{max}} - A = K + Nh - \sqrt{NhF(C \times RTT + K)}$$

(9)

Finally, to find the relationship between the scale factor $F$ and the ECN marking threshold $K$, we minimize (9) over $N$, and choose $K$ and $F$ so that this minimum is no smaller than zero (i.e., the queue never underflows). This results in:

$$F \leq \frac{4K}{C \times RTT + K}$$

(10)

D. Guidelines for Setting Parameters

Default GEMINI parameter settings are shown in Table IV. We adopt the default parameter settings throughout all our experiments unless otherwise specified. We provide the following rules of thumbs for setting the parameters, but leave finding the optimal threshold settings to the future work.

| TABLE IV
<p>| DEFAULT GEMINI PARAMETER SETTINGS. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Default Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>50 pkts / Gbps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>5 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ECN Marking Threshold ($K$). The scaling factor $F$ ensures full link utilization given an ECN threshold $(K)$. As a lower $K$ indicates a smaller queue, setting $K$ as low as possible may seem desirable. However, there is actually a trade-off here. When $K$ is small, the scaling factor $F$ is also small, making the flows reduce their congestion window slowly, leading to slower convergence. Therefore, we recommend a moderately small threshold of 50 packets per Gbps. In addition, to mitigate the effect of packet bursts, we use a per-flow rate limiter at the sender to evenly pace every packet.

Queueing Delay Threshold ($T$). $T$ should be sufficiently large to achieve high throughput in the cross-DC pipe. It should also leave enough room to filter out the interference from the DCN queueing delay. In practice (§II-A), RTTs (include queueing) in production DCNs are at most 1ms. We recommend to set $T = 5 ms$.

Window Decrease Parameter ($\beta$). GEMINI reduces the window size by $\beta$ multiplicatively when WAN congestion is detected. To avoid bandwidth under-utilization, we need to have queuing headroom $T > \frac{h}{1-\beta}RTT$, or $\beta < \frac{h}{T+RTT}$ in theory (proof similar to [24]). We recommend to set $\beta = 0.2$. We show that a wide range of $T$ and $\beta$ settings can well serve the cross-DC networks in §IV.

Window Increase Parameter ($H$). GEMINI additively increases the window by $h$ per RTT when there is no congestion. In our implementation, we actually scale $h$ with BDP $(C \times RTT)$ instead of RTT only, that is, $h = H \times C \times RTT$. This is reasonable as large BDP means potentially large window size. Scaling $h$ with BDP achieves better balance between convergence speed and stability. We recommend to set $H = 1.2 \times 10^{-7}$ with bounded minimum/maximum increase speed of 0.1/5 respectively as a protection.

IV. Evaluation

In this section, we present the detailed GEMINI Linux kernel implementation and evaluation setup in §IV-A, and conduct extensive experiments to answer the following questions:

§IV-B Does GEMINI achieve high throughput and low latency? We show that GEMINI achieves higher throughput $(1-1.5 \times)$ and equally low delay compared to DCTCP under DCN congestion; lower delay ($>7 \times$) and equally high throughput compared to Cubic under WAN congestion.

§IV-C Does GEMINI converge quickly, fairly and stably? In static traffic experiments, we show that GEMINI converges to the bandwidth fair-sharing point quickly and stably under both DCN congestion and WAN congestion, regardless of distinct RTTs differed by up to 64 times.

§IV-D How does GEMINI perform under realistic workload? In realistic traffic experiments, we show that under both cases (intra-DC heavy or inter-DC heavy traffic pattern), GEMINI persistently achieves the best or the second best flow completion times for both short and large flows.

A. Implementation and Experiment Setup

GEMINI Implementation: GEMINI is developed based on Linux kernel 4.9.25. Linux TCP stack has a universal congestion control interface defined in struct `tcp_congestion_ops`, which supports various pluggable congestion control modules. The congestion window reduction algorithm is implemented in `in_ack_event()` and `ssthresh()`. The congestion avoidance algorithm is implemented in `cong_avoid()`.
Testbed: Experiments are conducted in 2 testbeds with 1Gbps and 10Gbps capacity respectively. The 1Gbps testbed has a larger scale than the 10Gbps one. Both testbeds share the same topology as shown in Figure 3. There are 2 data centers connected by an inter-DC WAN link. Each data center has one border router, two DC switches and multiple servers. Border routers are emulated by servers with multiple NICs, so that we can use NETEM [20] to emulate WAN propagation delay. Intra-DC (under single ToR) and inter-DC base RTTs are ~200µs and ~10ms, respectively. Dynamic buffer allocation [31] at the DC switches is enabled like most operators do in real deployments to absorb bursts.

- Large-scale 1Gbps Testbed: There are 50 Dell PowerEdge R320 servers and 4 Pica8 P-3297 switches. Pica8 P-3297 switches have 4MB buffer shared by 48 ports. The WAN buffer is set to 10,000 MTU-sized packets per port. All network interfaces are set to 1Gbps full duplex mode.

- Small-scale 10Gbps Testbed: There are 10 HUAWEI RH1288 V2 servers and 1 Mellanox SN2100 switch (divided into multiple VLANs). Mellanox SN2100 switches have 16MB buffer shared by 16 ports. The WAN buffer is set to 80,000 MTU-sized packets per port. All network interfaces are set to 10Gbps full duplex mode.

Remark: We show results of the large-scale testbed by default.

Schemes Compared: We experiment Cubic [21], Vegas [11], BBR [13], DCTCP [9] and GEMINI. All these protocols have implementations in Linux kernel and are readily deployable. Cubic is the default loss-based congestion control used in Linux system. It is experimented with and without ECN. DCTCP is an ECN-based congestion control designed to achieve high throughput, low latency and high burst tolerance in DCN. The ECN marking threshold is set to 300 packets to achieve high throughput, low latency and high burst tolerance.

Handling Congestion in DCN. ECN-based DCN congestion control module needs to cope with the mismatch between DC switch shallow buffer and high-BDP inter-DC traffic so as to strike a good balance between latency and throughput. We show that, by adding BDP-aware scale factor $F$, the mismatch issue can be mitigated to a great extent.

To demonstrate that, we generate many-to-one long flows sharing one DC switch bottleneck link. We perform two experiments, with all intra-DC flows in the first one and all inter-DC flows in the second. The RTT-based WAN congestion control module is disabled here for GEMINI (the module will not work even if we enable it, because the RTT threshold itself will filter our the DCN congestion). We set the ECN marking threshold $K$ to 20, 40, 80, 160, 320 packets.

Results show that there is little gap between GEMINI and DCTCP for the intra-DC flows. The average RTTs of inter-DC flows are also similar (so the results are neglected here). The throughputs of inter-DC flows are shown in Figure 9. GEMINI maintains slightly higher throughput (938 mbps) than DCTCP (899 mbps) when setting $K$ as high as 320 packets. Setting a higher threshold is prohibitive given limited buffer left to avoid packet losses under bursty traffic.

Handling Congestion in WAN. GEMINI leverages delay signal for WAN congestion control. To demonstrate the effectiveness of the congestion control in WAN, we run many-to-one static flows sharing one bottleneck link in WAN, with varying $T$ and $\beta$ settings. The results are shown in Figure 10. In general, GEMINI maintains near full throughput with queueing-delayed RTTs no more than 20 ms. Compared to the transports that leverage loss signals in WAN, GEMINI achieves similar high throughput at the cost of much lower latency ($e.g.$, by $>7\times$ compared to Cubic that suffers from $>100$ ms queueing delay).

Parameter Sensitivity. GEMINI works well under a wide range of parameter settings. To achieve low latency, DCTCP recommends to set ECN marking threshold as low as 20 packets for 1Gbps DCN. This low ECN threshold significantly
hurts throughput of DCTCP for large-BDP inter-DC traffic (70% degradation in our experiment result). In fact, DCTCP starts to degrade the throughput when $K$ is set to lower than 300 packets. For GEMINI, the throughput is not degraded until the threshold is set to 100 packets. A higher $T$ leads to higher throughput at the cost of slightly higher RTT. Lower $\beta$ results in better throughput but sacrifices convergence speed. We recommend to set $T = 5\, \text{ms}$ and $\beta = 0.2$. $T$ is a little bit higher than needed in this case, leaving more room for higher RTT networks. In practice, this is also necessary to filter out the interference from DCN queueing delay (usually $< 1\, \text{ms}$).

C. Convergence, Stability and Fairness

To evaluate the convergence and stability of GEMINI, we first start a group of 10 flows from one server. At 50 seconds, we start a second group of flows from another server in the same rack. At 100 seconds, we start a third group of flows from another rack in the same DC. All flows run for 150 seconds and share the same destination server in a remote DC.

Figure 11 shows the throughput dynamics (one flow is shown for each flow group). GEMINI guarantees fair convergence given its AIMD nature. In fact, GEMINI converges quickly and stably under both DCN congestion (50–100 secs) and WAN congestion (100–200 secs). For example, during 100–150 secs, the average Jain’s fairness index [33] of GEMINI is 0.99, much better than the other protocols.

Fairness is important for good tail performance. RTT unfairness [29], [30] is the major challenge in achieving per-flow bandwidth fair-sharing in cross-DC networks, where intra-DC and inter-DC traffics with different RTTs coexist. We show that, good RTT-fairness can be achieved by GEMINI with the factor $h$ and the scale factor $F$. To demonstrate that, we generate 4 inter-DC flows and 4 intra-DC flows sharing the same bottleneck link inside DC. The intra-DC RTT is $\sim 200\, \mu\text{s}$. With tc netem [20], the inter-DC RTT is set to $4 \times, 8 \times, 16 \times, 32 \times, 64 \times$ the intra-DC RTT. All ECN-enabled protocols adopt the same ECN threshold of 300 packets for fair comparison. The experiment result is shown in Figure 12. While Cubic and DCTCP achieve proportional RTT-fairness and BBR skews towards large RTT flows, GEMINI maintains equal bandwidth fair-sharing regardless of the varying RTTs.

D. Realistic Workloads

We evaluate GEMINI under realistic workloads. The workloads are generated based on traffic patterns that have been observed in a data center supporting web search [9]. Flows arrive by the Poisson process. The source and destination is chosen uniformly random from a configured IP pool. The workload is heavy-tailed with about 50% small flows (size $<$ 100 KB) while 80% of all bytes belong to the 10% large flows (size $>$ 10 MB). We run the workload with a publicly available traffic generator that has been used by other work [34], [35]. Similar to prior work [9], [36], we use flow completion time (FCT) as the main performance metric.

Traffic Pattern 1: Inter-DC traffic, highly congested in WAN. In this experiment, all flows cross the WAN segment. The average utilization of the inter-DC WAN link is $\sim$90%. The DC border routers are highly congested, while intra-DC links have much lower utilization ($\sim$11.25–45%).

The experiment results are shown in Figure 13 and 14: (1) For small flow FCT, GEMINI performs better than Cubic, DCTCP and BBR on both average and 99th tail. Cubic and DCTCP suffer from the large queueing delay in WAN segment while GEMINI well handles that with RTT signal. BBR suffers a lot from loss as the misestimates of bandwidth and RTT are magnified by high congestion. BBR does not react to loss events explicitly until loss rate $> 20\%$ (as a protection). This design choice benefits the long-term throughput while hurts short-term latency. (2) For large flow FCT, GEMINI performs much better than Vegas. The default parameter setting for Vegas is very conservative ($\alpha = 2, \beta = 4$), leading to poor throughput of large flows. Setting larger thresholds in Vegas-$10$ ($\alpha = 20, \beta = 40$) improves throughput but hurts latency of small flows. (3) For overall FCT, GEMINI performs the best among all experimented transports.

Traffic Pattern 2: Mixed traffic, highly congested both in WAN and DCN. In this experiment, the source and the destination of each flow is chosen uniformly random among all servers. Intra-DC and inter-DC traffics coexist in the network. The average utilization of the inter-DC WAN link is $\sim$90%. The average utilization of the link from the DC switch to the border router is $\sim$67.5%.

The experiment results are shown in Figure 15 and 16: (1) For small flow FCT, GEMINI performs one of the best among experimented transports. In fact, GEMINI has consistently low packet loss rates ($< 10 \times 10^{-5}$) under both traffic patterns. BBR suffers from high losses ($> 0.1\%$) again. (2) For large flow FCT, GEMINI performs better than Cubic and Vegas.
does not perform well because it cannot control congestion in WAN and DCN simultaneously. GEMINI can identify and react to congestion in DCN and WAN differently using ECN and RTT signals respectively. (3) For overall FCT, GEMINI achieves the best or second best results in every case of Figure 13-16, while other protocols have performance hits in certain cases.

**V. RELATED WORK**

**Wide Area Network Transports.** Cubic [21] is the default TCP congestion control in the Linux system. It achieves high scalability and proportional RTT-fairness by growing window with a cubic function of time. Vegas [11] is the seminal transport protocol that uses delay signal to avoid intrinsic high loss and queueing delay of loss-based transports. After that, many WAN transports [13], [14], [45], [46] are proposed to use delay signal. These transports consider WAN only and usually suffer a lot from the intra-DC congestion in cross-DCN.

**Datacenter Network Transports.** DCTCP [9] detects network congestion with ECN and react in proportion to the measured extent of congestion. Following that, many ECN-based transports [10], [47]–[49] are proposed for DCN congestion control. The other line of work leverages delay signal with microsecond-level accuracy for congestion feedback, which is enabled by recent advances [12], [50], [51] in NIC technology. For example, TIMELY [12] and RoGUE [52] use delay signal for RDMA congestion control. We show that ECN or delay signal alone is insufficient for cross-DC congestion control.

**VI. CONCLUSION**

As geo-distributed applications become prevalent, cross-DC communication gets increasingly important. We investigate existing transports and find that they leverage either ECN or delay signal alone, which cannot accommodate the heterogeneity of cross-DC networks. Motivated by this, we design GEMINI, a solution for cross-DC congestion control that integrates both ECN and delay signal. GEMINI uses the delay signal to bound the total in-flight traffic end-to-end, while ECN is used to control the per-hop queues inside a DCN. We implement GEMINI with Linux kernel and commodity switches. Experiments show that GEMINI achieves low latency, high throughput, fair and stable convergence, and delivers lower FCTs compared to various transport protocols (e.g., Cubic, Vegas, DCTCP and BBR) in cross-DC networks.


